Several problems in engineering realm pose modeling and simulation difficulty due to severe non -linear behavior and debilitating singular or stiff conditions that act as additional impediments. In many such instances advanced numerical schemes are employed to either relax or simplify the PDE that defines the physical process to obtain reasonable output from the simulation. Digressing from this traditional approach, we present an experimental similitude method in this paper to analyze non -linear systems. Combined with the use of original mapping algorithms, we discuss the benefits of empirical similarity techniques and present a heat transfer example for exposition.
INTRODUCTION
Most technical problems encountered in industrial systems have complex interactions of sub -systems and components unlike conventional problems in the academic world. Analyzing the behavior of a system with a network of components requires multifaceted approximations to reasonably simplify the modeling effort. More often than not, a dominant phenomenon is isolated that captures a major segment of the system response without compromising the integrity of the governing dynamics of the associated physical process. Such a simplification cannot be achieved with considerable ease and requires numerous approximations and assumptions. This feature is more profound in product design, especially in the evolution phase of the product when the geometry is still hypothetical.
When a design needs to be qualified parametrically [Otto et al, 2001] , the system has to be evaluated mathematically using a procedure that is both accurate and robust. Such a procedure must also encompass uncertainty indicators and error definitions for the designer to take advantage of to maintain rigorous quality and reliability standards. Keeping in mind that most modern designs are intricate in geometry and are manufactured from multi -material composites or involve multiple material effects, any traditional effort like bond graphs [Karnopp et al, 2006] or Finite Element Methods (FEM) [Becker et al, 1981 ] necessitate increased graphical and computational effort. The Empirical Similitude Method (ESM) [Cho, 1999] thus provides an alternate evaluation practice that directly combines the physical experimental data with the scaling parameters superseding the need to model the physics of the system i.e., the PDE of the system. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The ESM process derives its premise from the well known Buckingham π theorem where a complex object, product, is approximated by a simple yet representative system, model, [Langhaar, 1951] that is tested for the parameter of interest [Bridgman, 1931] . These results are then mapped to the actual system using scaling factors between the corresponding geometric and material variables [Skoglund, 1967] . However the scaling accuracy of such transformations depends on the ability to identify all pertinent variables affecting the system and combining them to form the right π groups [Murphy, 1950] . Any indication of increased non -linear effects or time varying behavior negates the robustness of the process even though some progress can still be achieved using higher order approximations [Szirtes, 1998 ]. The issue compounds when multiple materials interact and boundary or initial conditions assume variations that change with time and space or if the PDE of the system is complex or worse, unknown. Thus arises the need to search for alternate analysis procedures of which ESM is one. ESM thus provides relief by -
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• Simplifying the analysis effort by incorporating scaling methods using experimental data thus nullifying the need to generate a PDE of the system dynamics.
• Accurately mapping realistic test information rather than simulating conditions which are unreliable without experimental evidence.
Thus we skip the top -down conventional modeling effort (PDE -Numerical Solution -Experimental Verification) and venture directly into the experimental phase for the required parameter of interest. Shown below is an illustration of the working domains of each process.
Figure 1. Different Approaches
Note that in all approaches we are interested in estimating hypothetical product behavior. Further, notice that ESM employs intermediate specimen to estimate individual and independent geometric and material scales. The reason for such an assumption stems from the idea that these two scales can be combined to form a comprehensive system scale [Cho, 1999] , [Dutson, 2002] . The need for two different scales arises from the fact that has been adhered to in the earlier part of the paper -that of intricate geometries and multi -material effects. In essence, we thus seek a geometry called the product specimen (ps) that is a simplification of the product (p) geometry while retaining the same material form, and another geometry called the model specimen (ms) that is of the same geometry as the product specimen but of another material form. Like in the original Buckingham π theorem, the model (m) is retained to be a scaled version of the product but is now of the material form that the model specimen is comprised of. In total, we hence have three test specimens instead of just one as in the Buckingham π theorem. To further the benefit of ESM, more often than not, the model and the model specimen are fabricated using rapid prototyping (RP) processes and are thus impervious to intricate geometric features. Any complexity desired in the product's geometry can still be incorporated in the model due to rapid prototyping to thus generate a true representation and simplification of the product. Similar work using rapid prototyping specimen has been done earlier with considerable success in the industrial arena [Dornfeld, 1995] , [Farrar et al, 1994] . Shown below is an illustration of the ESM process using all inherent geometries. Figure 2 . Empirical Similarity Method, Adapted from [Cho, 1999] The model and the model specimen combine to indicate the geometric change (the material is constant between the two) referred to as the form matrix (F) of ESM. The model specimen and the product specimen couple to capture the material transition (the geometry is constant between the two) referred to as the scale matrix (S) of ESM. The assumption of independence and symmetry of operation allows us to define ( )
as the system matrix that has both geometric and material information imbibed in it. Such an argument allows for interpreting the product response as Having thus motivated the need, benefits and the working procedure of ESM, we delve into the non -linear methods developed earlier and the current innovations made and illustrate the improvement achieved.
NON -LINEAR METHODS
The first method introduced for analyzing non -linear systems is the bilinear ESM [Cho, 1999] where the product state vector is represented using the relation 
The process is a derivative of the Möbius transformation [Grewal, 1998 ] of a complex number given by
The condition 0 = ad-bc characterizes the critical points of the transformation. This transformation is typified by one -toone correspondence of all points in the z and the w plane. Further, the transformation causes the cross -ratio to hold across all points in the domain, i.e., for any three points in the z-plane and the w-plane we have and has limited predictions in its domain i.e., it takes 9 initial points (3 points in each geometry in three successive states) to have a single prediction and hence for n states the number of possible predictions is n -2. The final two values need to be generated using extrapolation techniques. The singularity though is removable by a mathematical simplification of the prediction equation. This method is an initial attempt at non -linear ESM [Cho, 1999] and has provided a basis for the development of the next technique that incorporates polynomial mapping of the test data. The second method is the classical polynomial ESM method [Cho, 1999] where the product state vector is defined by
where n is the order of the polynomial and the constants i a 's can be derived using the relation X is the conjugate transpose of ms X [Albert, 1972] . The prediction equation in this case is written as
where we pick only the second column of the resulting matrix for consideration [Cho, 1999] . Notice that the polynomial ESM does not suffer from the singularity drawback but the biggest impediment to the process is to figure out the right order of the polynomial n to use. Conventionally, the method has been used where the order, starting from 2, has been incremented in steps of 1 and the error at the end of each step compared to estimate the "best" fit. The inherent limitation of this process is the unavailability of the (hypothetical) product data to estimate errors which then inhibits the use of the correct order of the polynomial. Based on these constraints, the requirements for a novel system includei) Does not have any singularity conditions.
ii) Provides an accurate estimate of what the best order of the fit is. iii)
Provides flexibility of using alternate methods in intermediate intervals.
While the first two conditions are apparently intuitive, we explain the third condition for lucidity. The two methods presented do not complement each other in the sense that one method cannot be used in conjunction with the other. In a given working domain, a designer needs to choose one of the methods but can never use both either partially or to complement the other. Thus, both methods lack the flexibility to incorporate other methods into their working process. Three different methods that are developed to address the issues discussed above include -
Adaptive Power Regression ESM Notice the emphasis given to adaptiveness in the three methods. This is done to reap the benefits of discretization of the working interval that allows piecewise (interval specific) error check. These errors and their significance, and their implication in adaptive ESM methods are discussed later in the paper. Since we discretize the working interval into several sub -intervals, we can adapt the polynomial order and the interval width and combine individual interval solutions to form the system response by coupling the points at the end of each interval using the arithmetic mean of the left and right intervals. This is again illustrated in the next section.
NOVEL NON -LINEAR METHODS: MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
To improve non -linear ESM, three new methods have been proposed in the previous section. These methods account for the identified restrictions of prior techniques and expand the process by imbibing robustness into the evaluation procedure. This robustness is brought on by the adaptive nature and singularity isolation characteristics of the methods. These techniques still have to either better or maintain the accuracy margins achieved by the earlier two methods. We present the analytical description and the working procedure of each process.
All the methods rely on the power of adaptivity where the entire working range is discretized into several intervals and each interval is then scaled individually, a process that allows for comparison of experimental and estimated data so that the right order of the polynomial can be established without any ambivalence. Further, the added advantage of the procedure is the notification of potential error induced when orders of polynomials greater the required order is used. This latent limitation in polynomial ESM is shown using an example later on. Adaptive methods however have the ability to pick the next data point and the next order when the estimated interval error for a given order is not in the acceptable margin. Hence in the limiting condition
k being the number of intervals. The current focus though is to demonstrate the improved estimation process while adhering the stringent error margins. In the adaptive polynomial ESM process, the estimation is still based on a curve fit given by
where n is the order of the polynomial and the constants i a 's still derived using the relation
However, the notable difference is the use of the interval k and hence individual and independent maps are produced to obtain scale and form transformations. Collecting the individual transformations produces the required system scale and form transformation which is then used for prediction purposes. The system transformation is now modified to
and the prediction equation assumes the form
In the adaptive exponential regression ESM process, the prediction is based on the relation given by
where k is the interval and the constants a and b are derived using the relation (22) Notice that we need just two points to make a prediction that is unique to the interval of interest and since 
In this case just three points are needed to make a prediction that is unique to the interval of interest. Hence, for a set of measurement points in the model specimen and the product specimen given by { } can uniquely fit a curve of the form specified (see Equation (23) Note that in all these methods we have several interval mappings and predictions that need to be coupled to generate a system level response. Since an interval is characterized by two directions, we use the arithmetic mean at the junction so that continuity of the solution is maintained. We now make a comparison of methods to understand the intricacies of each scheme.
Table 1. Comparison of Methods
The biggest and single most important innovation in the development of these processes is their ability to interact and complement each other -a feature that was sorely missing in the two earlier methods. Consider a situation where the working domain is discretized into five intervals. The flexibility of these methods allows them to be used together implying that the adaptive polynomial ESM could be used in the first interval while the adaptive exponential regression ESM takes over in the next and the adaptive power regression ESM thereafter. Remember that such a decision needs to made based on predicted error values that are expected in each method for each interval. Based on the numerical estimates of the error that each method generates in each interval, we can mix and match methods to generate a composite graph of adaptive methods. This phenomenon represents true adaptivity where interval length, polynomial order and scaling method are all combined. Before we present the robustness of the adaptive methods in terms of accuracy -the single most important criterion for selection, we introduce the error definitions used for the analysis and the means to estimate them in the next section. 
ERROR DEFINITONS

ALGORITHM
Step 1: Set tol → ε (Initial value of error to be equal to some fixed finite tolerance)
Step 2: Set
(Initial search index of polynomial set to degree 2. This implies that a quadratic polynomial is fitted in each interval. Further, we have 3 DOF and hence each interval has three nodes).
Step 3: Set } , { ) (
, the end points of each interval.
(If the material is isotropic throughout, then each interval is of uniform length else the interval length is determined by the end points located exactly where a change in material property occurs)
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Step 4 Step 6: Estimate local truncation error
Step 7: Set
Step 8: Set tol → Ξ
Step 9 
Print Convergence not obtained
We have thus far developed the means to carry out prediction based on sound mathematical principles. In the next section, we apply all the methods to a heat transfer example and complete the much required error analysis.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE -HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEM
In this numerical experiment, the temperature distribution of a regular kitchen skillet is predicted based on chosen specimen geometry (see Figure 5 ) for a constant heat source applied to the base. The skillet is copper bottom steel geometry with shape as shown below. The specimen geometry chosen is a perfect hemisphere made from nylon. Note that the flux applied to the geometries changes from surface in the product and the model to a point load in the model specimen and the product specimen. This creates a distortion in input conditions that should affect prediction but ESM is shown to have a minimal effect in such conditions. Further, the effect of nonlinearity is brought on by the convective currents that cool the appliances down while being used for cooking. The results of analysis are plotted below. Using these scale matrix values we predict the temperatures for the product specimen and the results are shown below for all the adaptive methods. Note that all the adaptive methods provide a near perfect estimate with change observed only in the insignificant fourth decimal. Hence, the second order is persisted with for the entire evaluation for the adaptive polynomial ESM process and likewise we make similar estimations for the other two adaptive processes by establishing the constants and then making the prediction. Figure 7) . Notice also the trend or the distribution of the temperature (see Figure 6 ) is commensurate with the actual distribution for all techniques. This is another feature of the adaptive methods that allow them to 'selfcorrect' in order to maintain the trend pattern. Even though adaptive methods require more effort, the enterprise pays off in terms of error reduction. The only variable that changes in this experiment is time and hence the adaptive algorithms treat this as an independent variable. Figure 8 . Error Graph
Comparison of Techniques
SUMMARY
The ESM process has been discussed with the need and justification provided for experiential similitude over the conventional Buckingham π theorem. We have provided a means for empirical similarity in product design parametric analysis using three novel adaptive methods all of which have been complemented with thorough analytical descriptions, rigorous error definitions and simulation parameters. A further discussion on the potential benefit of using adaptive methods over the conventional bilinear and polynomial ESM methods has been offered. We summarize the analysis by presenting the adaptive processes from a data flow perspective. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The non -linear ESM process has been developed to a point where it can be directly incorporated into mechanical design work for numerical and analytical validations of future designs or re -designs. As is illustrated from the error graphs the adaptive methods developed have been shown to be highly accurate and robust and present an interesting choice for mathematical reasoning in parametric design process selection. Several intermediate innovations have been described including establishing the right polynomial order, developing methods that do not require orders, ability to use methods that interact with each other and convergence norms. All this has been achieved while maintaining or bettering the accuracy margins of earlier methods. Future developments in the field of ESM must incorporate these trends for a comprehensive evaluation for non -linear systems.
